
 
Match Tip List 

1. Make sure you have assigned jobs to each field crew member: 
plugging in driver controls, lifting the robot unto the field, parking the 
robot cart, and pre-loading moon rocks into the robot. 

2. Verify you have plugged the Ethernet cable from your robot radio 
back into the cRio prior to queuing. 

3. Leave your driver station radio and dongle in the pit prior to queuing. 
4. Know what color and position you are assigned for this match prior to 

queuing. 
5. Coordinate robot and payload specialist starting positions with 

alliance partners prior to queuing (near, center, far). 
6. See figure below to connect the trailer to your robot’s trailer hitch. 
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Connecting to the Field 
1. Previous match ends.  Take your robot onto field powered off. 

NOTE: Have one person stays with the robot to turn it on when signal is given. 
2. Secure your controls onto the Velcro in your assigned station. 
3. Make sure the E-stop button is disengaged. 

NOTE: Rotate the E-stop button as the arrows show to ensure it is disengaged.  
Do not push down. 

4. Plug in the DB9 connector labeled with your station # into your Driver 
Station (DS). 

5. Plug in the Ethernet cable labeled with your station # into port 1 of your DS. 
NOTE: Plug in your DS as quickly as possible and do not unplug unless 
instructed by the field supervisor or FTA. 

6. Load your robot with moon rocks from the bin handed to you by field reset.  
Do not use any other source for moon rocks.  Have your Payload Specialist 
carry the rest of the bin to his/her station. 

7. Once the signal is given by the field supervisor, turn on your robot. 
NOTE: Have on person stay on the field until communication is fully established 
with the field.  Communication is fully established when robot voltage is 
displayed on the DS. 

8. Verify that the DS shows FMSmode to show it is connecting to the field. 
9. Verify that the battery voltage is displayed on the Driver Station and the light 

above your station turns off. 
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